Title Thermostat Repairer

Title Code 91940

FLSA Status Non-Exempt

Date Issued August 26, 1998

General Duties and Responsibilities

Under supervision, test, maintains, repairs and replaces various types of thermostats and related equipment used for the control of heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems; performs related work.

- Installs tubing, pipe and fitting in connection with various types of thermostats and related equipment used for the control of heating, ventilating and air conditioning.

- Checks existing control installations to determine nature and cause of trouble and makes necessary repairs and/or adjustments.

- Uses pneumatic and/or electrical devices to check control installations.

- Sets and calibrates thermostats on walls and fixtures.

- Requisitions parts as required.

- Supervises assigned personnel as required.

- Keeps work records.

Qualification Requirements

1. Five years of full-time satisfactory experience as a thermostat repairer acquired within the last ten years; or

2. At least three years of experience as described in “1” above and either sufficient experience in the thermostat Repairing field as a helper or apprentice, or sufficient training of a relevant nature acquired in an approved Trade, technical or vocational high school to make up the equivalent of the remaining experience. Six months of acceptable experience will be credited for each year of the above helper or apprenticeship experience or training.

NOTE:

Direct Lines of Promotion

FROM: None TO: Supervisor Thermostat Repairer (91964)